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English Literature-201, April 2022

Part A

Q7. Which of the following is NOT a theme that a Philosophical novel don’t explore
a) Any facet of the human condition
b) Advanced science and technology
c) Ethics and values
d) Role of experience or reason in the development of knowledge.

Q6. Which of the following is a Mystery Novel?
a) The Blue Umbrella
b) The Fantastic Voyage
c) The Mysterious Affair at Styles.
d) The Pearl

Q5. Science Fiction often deals with
a) A period in history
b) Advanced science and technology
c) Impact of science and technology in society
d) Both b and c

Q4. Which of the following is a Historical Fiction?
a) I, Claudius
b) The Blue Umbrella
c) The Pearl
d) The Fantastic Voyage

Q3. Which of the following is not an essential aspect of Novel? -
a) The plot
b) The narrative voice
c) The Setting
d) Presence of multiple perspective

Q2. Which of the following is a science fiction?
a) The Blue Umbrella
b) The Fantastic Voyage
c) And Then There Were None by Agatha Christie
d) The Pearl

Q.l.Mystery Novel deals with —
a) Commitment of a crime and its final resolution.
b) Any facet of the human condition
c) Advanced science and technology
d) Ethics and values
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QI 5. Which of the following is NOT an issue taken up in social novel?
a) Media Impact
b) Race
c) Gender
d) Time Travel

Q11. Adventure fiction is a type of fiction that offers the reader -
a) A sense of excitement
b) A philosophical idea
c) A sense of moral quandary
d) A sense of existential burden

Q12. Which of the following is NOT a characteristic feature of Adventure fiction?
a) Physical action
b) Fast pace of the plot
c) Danger
d) Philosophical speculation

Q8 Which phiiobCp!?er wrote fiction to demonstrate and elaborate his ideas?
a) Albert Camus
b) Isaac Asimov
c) James Joyce
d) Ruskin Bond

Q9. What is Hard Science Fiction?
a) Science fiction that depict logical science
b) Science fiction that depict a social reality
c) Science fiction that depict psychological realism
d) Science fiction that depict romance

Q10. Who among the following is a philosophical writer?
a) Ruskin Bond
b) Jean-Paul Sartre
c) Gwyneth Jones
d) Isaac Asimov

QI4. A social novel dramatizes the-
a) Society at large
b) Any prevailing social problem that the author perceives
c) Advent of science and technology
d) Advent of bio-medicine

QI3. ‘A Space Odyssey’ is an example of
a) Historical Novel
b) Science Fiction
c) Adventure Novel
d) Mystery Novel



Q2I. What does Binya exchange to get the blue umbrella in return?
a) Bear claw pendant
b) Tiger claw pendant
c) Monkey claw pendant
d) Cat claw pendant

Q22. Who attempts to steal the blue umbrella from Binya?
a) Binya
b) Bijju
c) Ram Bharosa
d) Rajaram

Q20. Who is the protagonist of the novel The Blue Umbrella?
a) Binya
b) Bijju
c) Ram Bharosa
d) Rajaram

QI 7. Which of the following is NOT an aspect of the novel?
a) Plot
b) Character
c) Setting
d) Revealing of the plot only through dialogue

QI 8. Who is the author of the novel The Blue Umbrella?
a) Isaac Asimov
b) Gwyneth Jones
c) Ruskin Bond
d) John Steinbeck

QI 9. Adventure fiction is a type of -
a) Romance
b) Fantasy
c) Psychological novel
d) Sentimental novel

Q23. Who catches the thief while stealing the blue umbrella?
a) Binya
b) Bijju
c) Ram Bharosa

?<^am

Q 16. Which of the following is an example of social novel?
a) Oliver Twist
b) The Fantastic Voyage
c) And Then There Were None
d) The Pearl



Q28. Ram Bharosa in the novel The Blue Umbrella is a -
a) Shopkeeper
b) Dentist
c) Cowherd boy
d) Assistant to a shopkeeper

Q27. How did the novel The Blue Umbrella begin?
a) Binya exchanging her necklace with a blue umbrella
b) Binya fighting with her brother Bijju
c) Binya looking for Gori
d) Binya looking for Neelu

Q26. What is the moral of the novel The Blue Umbrella?
a) Renouncement of materialistic possession
b) Desire for materialistic possession
c) Importance of artistic craft
d) Appreciation of nature

Q25. What is the blue umbrella symbolic of?
a) Snobbery of exclusive materialistic possession
b) Beauty
c) Artistic craftsmanship
d) Protection from rain

Q24. Where the novel The Blue Umbrella is set?
a) Garhwal
b) Bhutan
c) Ranikhet
d) Kishanganj

Q31. Who is Neelu in the novel The Blue Umbrella?
a) A blue-grey umbrella
b) Binya’s sister

Q30. The mountainous valley of Garhwal is all the more beautiful and pleasant in the rainy 
season except for -

a) The leeches
b) The monkeys
c) The bats
d) The butterflies

Q. 29. What is the theme of the novel The Blue Umbrella?
a) Snobbery and simplicity
b) Race
c) Gender
d) Cultural clash
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Q37. What consumes the ship inside Dr. Benes’s body?
a) A red blood cell consumes Dr. Benes’s body.
b) A white blood cell consumes Dr. Benes’s body.
c) The artery consumes Dr. Benes’s body.
d) The stomach consumes Dr. Benes’s body.

Q38. What is the technology that the novel The Fantastic Voyage deals with?
a) Cybernetics
b) Genetic Engineering
c) Miniaturization
d) Bio-medicine

Q36. How does Michaels get killed in the end of the novel- The Fantastic Voyage?
a) Grant kills him
b) Owen kills him
c) He is killed in the disaster when the ship gets consumed
d) Dr. Duval kills him

Q34. Why did village people boycott Ram Bharosa’s shop?
a) Because he tried to steal the blue umbrella
b) Because he tried to kidnap Binya
c) Because he tried to beat Bijju
d) Because he tried to bully the village people

Q32. What did some of the older people in Binya’s village believe about being bled by 
leeches?

a) To be bled by leeches was a lucky sign
b) To be bled by leeches was a bad sign
c) To be bled by leeches would cause various aliments
d) To be bled by leeches was a remedy for various aliments

Q35. Who is Dr. Benes in the novel -The Fantastic Voyage?
a) A doctor
b) A surgeon
c) A scientist
d) An agent

c) Bijju’s sister
d) A blue COW

Q33. After the summer sun and the incessant rain, the perennially open blue umbrella had 
begun to -

a) Shine even more
b) Be used more
c) Fade a little
d) Lose its charm



Q 40. What is miniaturization?
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Q44. Who was Cora Peterson?
a) Assistant to Dr. Berry
b) Assistant to Dr. Michaels
c) Assistant to Captain
d) Assistant to Dr. Duval

Q43. What is the last chapter of the novel The Fantastic Voyage titled as?
a) Lung
b) Eye
c) Heart
d) Stomach

Q 41. What is miniaturized in the novel?
a) A submarine
b) An old plane
c) A motor bike
d) A car

Q42. What is the first chapter of the novel The Fantastic Voyage titled as?
a) Car
b) Plane
c) Bus
d) Motor Bike

Q39. In the beginning of the novel, Ram BharoSS was also known as -
a) The Lord
b) The Thief
c) The Trustworthy
d) The blue necked one

Q 45. What does the fantastic voyage refer to in the novel?
a) Voyage made through Dr. Benes’s body to remove a blood clot
b) Voyage made to the western part of the U.S.
c) Voyage made to the Northern Pole
d) Voyage made to the Southern Pole

Q46. What was the designation of Bill Owens in the novel The Fantastic Voyage?
a) Colonel
b) Captain

a) Technology to shrink something to microscopic size
b) Technology to inflate something to its utmost capacity
c) Laser technology
d) Satellite technology



Q 48. Who was in charge of Dr. Benes in the flight?
a) Colonel Reid
b) Captain Duval
c) General Alan Carter
d) Agent Charles Grant

Q 49. What was four-engine plasma jet in the novel The Fantastic Voyage?
a) It’s a submarine
b) It’s a flight
c) It’s a ship
d) It’s a boat

Q50. Who turns out to be the saboteur among the surgical team of The Fantastic Voyage?
a) Bill Owens
b) Dr. Michaels
c) Cora Peterson
d) Dr. Duval

c) General
d) Professor

Q 47. What was the name of the submarine that was miniaturized?
a) Goiter
b) Proteus
c) Fistula
d) CMDF



Time: 2HrsTotal Marks -50

Note: 1. Answer any five questions

2. All questions carry equal marks (10 marks each question)

QI: Write a note on various types of novel.

Q2. Explain the aspects of the novel -

1/

Q3. Discuss the theme of the novel -The Blue Umbrella.

Q4. Throw light on the major characters of the novel -The Blue Umbrella.

Q5. Write a note on the plot of the novel-Tfte Fantastic Voyage.

Q6. Write a note on Dr. Benes and his discovery in the novel -The Fantastic Voyage

Q7. Write a note on the role and character of

Q8. Write a note on the role and character of

Q9. Write a note on the setting of the novel- The Blue Umbrella.

Q10. Discuss the moral presented in the novel The Blue Umbrella
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a) Cora Peterson
b) Dr. Duval

a) Michaels
b) General Alan Carter

a) Plot
b) Character
c) Setting
d) Point of View
e) Narration
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sfRr:- afaditf J. 5cR srestf anr 3^ affc?r jfi
WT 1 "d’fgfag TT?{ ppftOT 3iPidj4)

’oHld' ^ftct *btd4) fftVT ft felFSd ft ?
A) dVw-iJI’H B) cfr$l<4l C) dlC^ D) dNlcJd

2. Tnrtrrft gr fftgtr ft ?

A) 3{f^tT7 fldlSbT B) H^d^i *£t C) ftdT d^l, dldRch dfffty D) 35ri ft ft STftf

3. 'Ch'^c< I ?rft $blf«-d tj+rl't*' fftiTT^ft dcid fftW ft ?

A) cflftldcH B) 3iecixj|4 C) ‘Hullch< 33ft □) dl4&

4. 'srrft^r gft ft ?

A) ddHftlcUd ddid B) dduftlcUd deleft C) dCcHdJd D) 54x3 ft ft dftt 

MU|di^«b< 3ft ZT^T fftUT <4td41 ft ?

A) XF53 ftrft-cfTSjT B) W C) KRT d<H<r« D) xTTT cb^lPiilT

6. ^d^l< 0>4dl<A cl Id I M-t-d«b l^^dl ^TT oft ^TT ip A 61 < orftQ" 5^TT rll^dl

A) 3Tfe WaiW B) 'TFcT^ f^t C) ^Ft D) 35rT # 4 5^ 5T^t
7. oidrt oHRT ftrd4>l 3M«r^id ft ?

a) ctfitf 3i^TB)c^?r ^T

8. anfto pr st Tm fav £?

A) dH 1^5, b) olldcK C) <Adi D) 3x4

cilKs^M ddd-ddcl pr cpr ot 4?[d41 3IT5H Sid vft ft?

A) cilH^lld EfitB)TiU ^tC)^ £tD)<fct <£t

10. anfer pr^rstTO-fcj^fovft?
A) <Adl B) <3x4 C) dHlftcfr D) oildcU

11. 3T5- ^l ^7 did *4 3t4w d^dl th*

A) Siufr B)73ist C)tf4D)^t4

12. 3Rft4> ^7 Mc4l 57T d(<H 3dl^Q ?

A) 41 dl B) ?T31HRT C) Mel*' D) c4hD

13. dKi •H'HH aif^di6!! «FT (ft T?T ^?

A) 4(lcd B) ^ft C) CyTsT D) 35x3 4 4 H(ft

14. ddid «bT ai-ft 41 [>( fftvjrft Bl di ft?

A) ftcTT B) cZlf^d C) 4iid4>dl D) B^Ti?
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15. WHW J?

A) B) <1*1 J**^ giiV C) d<4<rDcf D) <rl4)d ^Pfa

16. olfifrPT tot # faU'tf'T WTcTT 4T?
A) fat Sfa? B) TffaTC) D) fa<leTIH

17. ScJeT 3? tot W HURT 4T ?

A) Tftmi B) to C) to D) OTfr
18. fatter to fassnr trr far 3KW to...

A) cb3T«FITB) f^-d*ifaT C) chdldd D) d4cT •fPtt

19. qw to qrr ?rur wn 4T ?
a) arto b) ctor q wr d) torww

20. oPTeT ^7 to d<6 fa<lto fafato (t ?
a) 'tot b) toto c) a ato B to to d) fa tot to

21. -Mi<41 ^nto fa<tto fatafat $■ ?
a) ton to?rb) <H)6<Hdier totoc) to?r tord) ^=tot

22. Wl4t EJ^nto qq cjl£df<fa STW ^TTT 2JT ?
a) OT?fa^B)^torc) torto<D)ftotor

23. V°F Tjfcf-qrSTT ftor VR5R 3>T ■dlf^cq t” ?

A) <to 4 4W B) ^TT4 M<«b C) jtoHT ■Hd'^ D) eTST7!' <Hcicb

24. Hsfa ft 3P]^Y gff ch$( ^H|q| 4T ?

A) 4T $■ B) faci I4l ?t C) ^RTtot <h1c^ 3^ D) Mfat st
25. ‘bMdlM’dici ot fa4)d> =h<HI qft JT5^ fa<11 ?

A) tR B) TR C) D) 7TRT

26. Ttot qrr 3m?r fator xrtofa £ ?
A) JTPR ^B)totoxfa JTPRC) ftofa mFTD)3^xT # Tt ^t| to

27. facfr $? ?
a) 5^4 tow b) srw w c) torRH d) ww

28. fa^dC toto to ^d*1 faw q^TT to 4cR-faVT ft ?
A) f^rtoB) tolfto to- C) WWT D) atotxRT

29. antot to to mt 3bhht site to tosR 4tttt hmt fato toto fa qrar 
$ ?

A) ch^cx b) c) toif^cb d) tfatonto
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30. iteY inter terroi £ ?
A) 3Jtyidloi <Yd$ B) 3T^ddld TORC) 3RJTOTR D) 3TO TOf

31. £ *F?f & ?tet a4?T 3TOT f^n £ ?
A) te^roro ^B)7ite^r rTO tfqtewrft £D)^pY ■#■

32. Tfct #r iteY H?ter anifa Tr terror a^r £TO aft terror £ ?
A) iteY 3T B) dVc^ aa C) TO D) £ aft£

33. arftfa^Y wt fTOni sY aifr torY aa qxiiro aTO arft
•h^ctl ftr tftTOft ft? fvfv aftiRft TO<T <FT fftTTO te^TT ?

A) Ml-6<hd B) chl^ol C) ftYTr^P D} rr^T

34. 3nt4frJ<4i ft> M21*J Vidcta til<?--$' <ted ftft t^Rn afta 4Y ?

A) aftaYR B) U1TO) WTOT D) 3TO R3fr

35. ’aftoli4>" dfftRteft f? ?

A) TOcfara^ HT2R B) JMTaR C) D) W

36. 'HateY cfiT dloil' U«+>i<=Pi f^RT ^chrid feRTT ^RTT ?

a) aft v^FteTB)te sYt 3T^c)«te avr FnriD)^4 £ ?tet
37. cVai?fY Y^rt qte^rr ^Y ivdi ^Y ?

A) d64bM B)53Rfte C)TTRT STT^RF D)t^t5T3T

38. f^r. «Y?jww atetr^rH ^r f^qteY q-^f^T ^trth

A) 37T B) xJc*^3T[fff C) 4><HcHI D) ^d<A ^Y chY^

39. uter ?ft, arte^r crrY fe^Y hht tear ?
a) ^<41 a>t B) a>Y c) ^Yt a^T d) ■^<^<4) a>Y

40. aY teflY awarwra fitter 4Y& q?r g’arr nr ?
A) ^B)3nterC)^tD)3arT

41. 3Tt<4IM<b 1=6Mdl^ad fY ?

A) <HcbC B) cidaR C) =bd<H 3tYT ^1$ D) 3<td qT^Y

42. <54i«te ’H^tJY a^Y 3TR^t?t # te1? f^rr ar ?
a) sY b) sY c) oY d) qp?

43. "TO tqfra jttot aYY w aY 5TTOT R^t, aw £ tot aRRn £." 3TO to terror 

£ ?
A) ■Hl^’l IsRctirte B) <-airfl 3i’tH‘Hl‘H<i C] 6R<dJl D) 3<+d ^T A =6Y^

44. il^Yd TO^IT ^Y roiTOT 1^,<f ^JT uR^T ?Y ?
A) tetft t-T^R B) 3ii«ste«t»{ TOT C) 3iloite 4ddl<41 D) $d’A «hl’̂  d£l
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45. *4?^ Mr 4" STRt HHT3T 4?T ^RIFTHT +61 ?

A) gft^R5)^FC)H5|D)^fr

46. RTrfctlTT +T^3T £ ?

A) qoTSF B) cjqpfr C) MldHW D) H^T

47. fagicft at q^r dfca+r #r f^rr qqT hrjt m ?
A) cH5^5 B) +Cl4i C) ■Hi't-dcTl ^T D) 3+d HMT

48. efW 3!Pt fePT ^TT W Tt £ ?

A) tSWT B) tFFH C) ^TH D) ^#T

49. Pljq+R fcFT+T t? 3RTHTT 3fr STT^ft STT# +TK £ ^TR +THT & o? Mt ^TT 

•1^1 §)di ?

a) ?FR^?r b) w c) 3nf^T d) 3^u at aj^V
50. WTQHT nbtid <nl ?

a) qw b) c) y?il^Ri d) 3fsrrq>

2 : Rqlxi'D U?{ cffa)
1. ep^C'i : «-l£ Q?1 StflPlcfr <9 'tMg ctARl^ ?
2. Aai d^V’iniftcn xiif^q PfcisjxR sifan ?
3. uRRT1TT«RTtt 3{^TFT^7qTf Rl^uj cfrjRiiJ ?
4. Mel O’ 4) qst ddl^ <4 Rd cd qv U+l^I -Slfciq ?
5. vflcH 'Hdcf ct>i fd^ui ^qftqqy U0I4I sifdtJ ?
6. vHcT^q>tHTfecTT ?

WT 3 : fi*Woft cjlfvit* (q?X'

1. tdl4) qqidq +i ouRdcd
2. ^Td’4q>t Heft RjfcJ
3. vi4Hi41qn<xiRd(d
4. W wTRIT^ fdRd ddlR^lld
5. dtfqhlTiWT
6. y> 1 Ri h I q5T u R)q> |V
7. Jc<i<fl cftqnufld’i'shr’f
8. qoTqjqqoiicilM’i
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2.

is the process of communicating by sending and receiving wordless3. 

 form of4.

clues about his or5:

6.

7.

8.

1

FYBA- Sociology
Sem II- Fundamentals of Sociology - April 2022

Part A

Ethnomethodology is concerned with  
a. Methods used by people to construct account 
c. Both a and b

Erving Goffman (1922-1982) develop a framework called:
a. Egypotology b. Dramaturgy
c. Semiology d. Mythology

Facial gestures, or facial expressions, are a particularly 
gesture.
a. Informative
c. Communicative

messages.
a. Verbal communication
c. Inter personal

How does social interaction affect people?
It supports personal development and helps people make sense of the world around them.
It causes identity confusion and prevents personal development.
It causes identity contusion.
It prevents personal development.

b. Personal communication
d. Nonverbal communication

b. Integrative 
d. Emotional

b. Communication 
d. Idealism

b. Back stage 
d. Local stage

b. Give meaning to their social world 
d. None of these

is the way we, as humans send verbal, non-verbal messages from 
one person to another.
a. Integration
c. Culture

The types of clothing an individual wears convey .. 
her personality, background, and financial status.
a. Verbal b. Facial
c. Nonverbal d. Ideal

1.
a.
b.
c.
d.

A surgeon generally requires an operating room a, Taxi driver a cab, an ice skater ice 
are example of:
a. Front stage
c. Social stage



refers to a system by which a society ranks categories of people in

2

18. Social mobility is of two types:
a. Vertical mobility and Horizontal mobility
c. Left mobility and right mobility

b. Social conflict 
d. Social order

b. Verbal communication
d. Social construction of reality

b. Personal 
d. Virtual

b. Upper mobility and lower mobility 
d. Upward mobility and downward mobility

b. Caste
d. Status

16. A  system is one in which people are born into their social standing and will 
remain in it their whole lives.
a. Class
c. Race

 as an analogy for social interaction.
b. Comer
d. Coliseum

15  
a hierarchy.
a. Social organization
c. Social stratification

13. Which one of the following is not an example of non-verbal communication?
a. Smiling b. Talking
c. Frowning d. Waving

17. In social stratification the movement do not occurs in 
a. From lower to higher
c. Between two positions at the same level

9. Goffman used the 
a. Theatre 
c. Playhouse

10
to-face.
a. Facial
c. Impersonal

14. Social stratification indicates:
a. process by which a person gets ranks in society b. backwardness of society
c. international understanding of society d. nation division of society

11. Communication using body movements, gestures, and facial expressions rather than 
speech.
a. Presentation of Self
c. Nonverbal communication

communication, is when people communicate without being face-

12. Which of these is a front region of social life?
a. a restaurant kitchen b. a clothing store payment counter
c. a football ground dressing room d. a nightclub toilet

directions.
b. From higher to lower
d. Similar positions



lower rank

group

3

29. Positive sanctions include  
a. Ostracism
c. Prizes

28. There are ty pes of social control.
a. Three b. Twelve
c. Ten d. Two

26. Through 
a. Society
c. Socialization

24. Sociological concept which is most closely related to social inequality is 
a. Social classification b. Social differentiation
c. Social categorization d. Social stratification

22. Caste is an  
a. Universal 
c. Endogamous

23. Which type of society has more possibility for individual social mobility?
a. Caste based society b. Age- grade based society
c. Feudal lord based society c. Class based society

25. Whose theory is known as functional theory of social stratification?
a. Marx b. Max Weber
c. Davis and Moore d. Sorokin

21. The term caste is derived from,
a. Latin
c. Rome

b. Spanish 
d. Greek

b. Open
d. None of these

b. Silent treatment 
d. Execution

b. Backward 
d. Upward

individuals internalize the norms and standards of society, 
b. Sociology 
d. Social control

19... ..........  mobility takes place when a person moves down from one position to
another and change his status.
a. Downward
c. Forward

27. is the process of enforcing conformity.
a. Social justice b. Social control
c. Social norms d. Social media

20. If the son changes his status either by taking upon occupation of higher or 
with that of his father, is an example of mobility .
a. Inter-generational b. Intra-generational mobility
c. Accelerating mobility d. None of these



30. Sociologically speaking, deviant behaviour is neither good nor bad, it is a neutral act of

 .group norms.

I •

39. Collective actions can cause 
a. Predictable
c. Irrational

38. Deviant behaviour is a 
a. Personal
c. Social

37. Strong social attachments encourage.
a. Conformity b. Deviance
c. Hang out d. Inhibits deviance

36. Any officially established procedures designed to encourage conformity and discourage 
deviance are part of formal 
a. Control 
c. Social control

35. The fine on your telephone bill for late payment is a form of social control.
a. Informal b. Formal
c. Legal d. Government

a. Non- conformity 
c. Punishment

problem.
b. Individual
d. Legal

b. Law
d. Police agency

behaviour.
b. Rational
d. Unpredictable

means of control.
b. Legal
d. Informal

b. Conformity
d. Penalties

33. Gossips and social disapproval are enough to encourage people to
a. Disapprove b. Violet
c. Conform d. Break

32. Peer pressure and disapproval is
a. a. Formal
b. c. Social

34. social control refers to officially established means of enforcing conformity.
a. Informal b. Legal
c. Formal d. Illegal

31. Every culture has a moral code and it’s violation is usually considered as 
a. Crime b. Deviant
c. Illegal d. Punishable

40. is sometimes referred to as father of collective behaviour.
a. a. McPhail b. Turner
b. c. Gustave Le Bon d. Killian



as events happen.

47. A 

5

48. Social movements are driven by the perception that.
a. All needs change b. Transformation is required
c. Bad should go c. All is not well

46. Throughout history, 
a. Mob
c. Crowd

44. When an acting crowd turns violent, we may witness the birth of a 
a. Riot b. Mob
c. Crowd d. Folk

41. According to Emergent - Norm theory, new norms 
a. Guides b. Emerge
c. Disappear d. Control

is a form of collective behaviour in which a large number of people are united in 
an attempt to promote or resist social change.
a. Social movement b. Movement
c. Mob d. Folk & mass

have erupted as a reaction to social injustice.
b. Riots
d. Mob hysteria

43. A is a temporary aggregate of individuals with a common focus or interest, in 
physical proximity, and without a history of previous interaction.
a. Mobs b. Fads

c. Fashion d. Crowd

45.is a form of dispersed collective behavior by which people react to a real or  
imagined event with irrational and even frantic fear.
a. Mob b. Crowd
c. Mass hysteria c. Mass

42. According to Value - Added theory ,factors that contribute to collective ehavior 
adds,.to the collective action. 
a. Value b. Tension
c. Emotions d. Rumors

50.occur more frequently in today's world than in the past. 
a. Social movement b. Fashion
c. Fad d. Mob hysteria

49.social movements aim for only limited social change.
a. Redemptive b. Reformative
c. Revolutionary d. Progressive



Total Marks: 50

20 Marks

30 MarksQ.2 Answer in detail (Attempt any 2 out of 4)

1.

3. Define the term social control. Explain Formal and Informal social control.

4. Examine the term Collective behavior. Explain different forms of collective behavior.

Q.l Explain the following concepts (Any 4)
a) Dramaturgy
b) Virtual communication
c) Gender stratification
d) Deviance
e) White Collar Crime
f) Social Movement

Note: All questions are compulsory
Figures to the right indicates full marks

FYBA- Sociology 
SEMESTER - II April 2022

2. What is the process of social stratification? Critically evaluate the how social mobility in 
stratification has brought change into mindset of the people.

Define communication. Discuss its types and elaborate on various forms of non-verbal 
communication.
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d. 310B.C

d.home

d. Value

d. Aristotle

d. Matter

d. Object

d. Socrates
I

d. Wants

d. Kant

d. Society

d. Thingsc. Choice

1
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Paper I Code 201

a. Will b. Choice
7.”Anguish” is a negative

a. Feeling b. Desire

NB : All questions are compulsory :
1. Epicurus Philosophy wa founded around

a. 307 B.C b. 308 B.C c. 309B.C
L Epicurus suggest the goal of life is

a. Wants b.money c.happiness
3. Epicurus is best known for his theory of
a. Desire b.Necds c. Pleasure
4. Pleasure can lead to pain says
a. Kant b. Epicurus c. Plato
5. Enicurus pro funded Scientific view of
a. W Atomism b. Cause c. Effect
6. Pleasure is the only intrinsic
a. Value b. Wants c. Needs d. Desire
7. Epicurus says that the only pleasant life is to avoid unwanted
a. Money b. Desire c. Satisfaction
3. Philosophy for Epicurus is Pleasant only when the situation is
i. Bad b. Good c. Conversational d. Negative
L Freedom to choose is Harmonious says

a. Epicurus b. Plato c. Socrates d. Aristotle
0. The most Pleasant life is the imagination of “Pleasure Garden” says

a. Kant b. Epicurus c. Aristotle
1. Unnecessary pain are not negative

a. Needs b. Sin c.desire
2. Happiness is the union of Soul with God says

A Augustine b. Hobbes c. Sartre
3. For Sarte Man is nothing but what he makes

a. His home b. Himself c. Others
4. Existentialist belief that, traditional philosophers are too

a. Narrow b. Religious c. Abstract d. Useless
5. Man Alone is capable of willing and becoming says

a. Sarte b. Hobbes c. Epicurus d. Plato
5. Man always tends to make the best choice from the wrong

c. Evil d. Sight



d. help

d. Forcec. Energy

d. Science

d.Kant

c. Conventional d. Reason

d. Goodc. Unethical

d. Evil

&

c. Logic

8, “Despair” is when nobody is there to
a. Look at b. Observe c. Guide

T Deontologist means
a. Object b. Duty

1 Consequentialist is opposite to
a. Deontologist b. Ontologist

1 .Gilligan was not happy with 
a. Plato b. Kohlberg c .Hobbes

I. For Gilligan, Kohlberg view women as inferior to
a. Child b. Man c. Human D. Nature

3. Kholbcge is famous for his SIX Ladder Model of moral 
a. Needs b .Desire c. Development d. Logic

’4. Responsibility of consequences is post.
. Effect b. Cause

5. Rashdall says retributive is 
a. Ethical b .Bad

5. Deterrent theory is not 
a. Value b. Devalue c. Tenable

7. The reformative theory is about to 
a. Reform b. Refrain c. Redo d. Undo

3. In reformative punishment wickedness is a disease of.
a. Body b. Nature c. Mind d. Reason

Z Capital Punishment is.
a. Reformative b. Deterrent c. Retributive d. Good

). Human practical reason is always free, says.
a. Plato b.Kant c. Moral Law d. Political Law

1 .Moral experience connects us with the world of things as they :
a. Be b . Are c. May d. Exist

I For Kant moral law arises from pure :
a. Region b. Nature c. Will d. Path.

3. Moral law is Autonomous says :
a. Hume b. Plato c. Hobbes d. Kant.

1 Hypothetical imperative is about:
a. Assertion b. Statement c. Feeling. D. Words.

5. Categorical Imperative is about statement says :
a. Kant b. Epicurus c. Berkeley d. Ayn Rand.

5. The third maxim of Kant is :
a. Human b. Language c. Autonomy d. Object.



I.
a.

7, Bentham seven dimension of pleasure is known as :
a. Hedon b. Please c. Calculus d. Math

8, For Mills the moral criterion is :
a. Action b. Utility c. Pleasure d. Cause

9, Mill argue desiring a thing and finding it pleasant are psychological:
a. Means b. Ends c. Reason d. Facts

9. To desire a thing without it being pleasant is metaphysically :
a. Impossible b. Possible c. Desirable d. Undesirable

1. Punishment helps in reforming :
a. Character b. Law c. People d. Government

2. Sin is a :
a. Policies b. Political c. Crime d. Law

3. Punishment is a reward of being :
a^Ethical b. Positive c. Negative d. Certainty

,r violation of law is a :
Evil b. Bad deed c. Good d. Crime

5. Punishment is necessary because it refrain human from doing action which are :
a. Right b. Wrong c. Good d. Bad

6. The motto, “Eye for an Eye”is a theory of :
a. Rigoristic b. Deterrent c. Reformative d. Sartre

7. Mollified theory takes into account the character and circumstance of:
a. Person b. Society c. offense d. Home

3. The slogan “Greatest happiness of Greatest nos” is :
a. Utilitarianism b. Bentham c. Plato d. Aristotle

). Egoistic hedonism is a form of:
a. Ethical hedon b. Psychological c. Gross hedon d. Pleasure

). Refined hedonism gives weightage to Pleasure arising from :
a. Body b. Society c. Human d. Mind
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JI. Explain fully Epicurus Hedonistic Egoism
OR

>1. Discuss in detail the nature of Psychological Egoism

)2. Critically evaluate the theory of Categorical Imperative 
OR

)2. Explain Mill’s theory of Universal hedonism.

■5. Write Short notes on any one of the following :
a) Ayn Rand Egoism. b) Bentham’s hedonism.

>3. Discuss Augustine’s view on Happiness and Virtue.
OR

>3. What does Carol Gillian mean by ‘Care and Concern’. Explain

>4. Discuss, how Reformative theory of punishment is useful to society?. 10 
OR

4. Explain the nature of Retributive theory of punishment.

FYBA SEMII MORAL PHILOSOPHY 
PAPER! Code 201 
Marks: 50 Time: 2hrs

IB : All questions are compulsory.
All questions carry equal marks.



Part A
(50 Marks)Q.l. Select the correct option.

distinct phases.

which produce the same level of

substitutability of factors of production.

1

FYBA (Semester II) 
Regular/ATKT Examination April 2022 

Microeconomics - II
Total Marks (Part A and B): 100 Time (Part A and B): 3 hours

5. Kinked iso-quant assumes only limited substitutability of.
a) capital and interest
b) capital and labour
c) capital and land
d) wages and labour

3. The returns to scale can be measured in the terms of coefficient of output,
a) Inelasticity
b) Elasticity
c) Process
d) Conversion

1. The law of variable proportion consists 
a) Three
a) Two
b) Four
c) Five

4. Right angled Isoquant assumes
a) 0
b) I
c) 2
d) 3

FA2.°3
Rizvi College of Arts, Science and Commerce 

Off Carter Road, Bandra (West), Mumbai - 50

---------------------------------------------------------- i

2. An isoquant shows all those 
output.

a) combinations of produces
b) combinations of outputs
c) combinations of tractors
d) combinations of factors

6. The of the isoquant shows the marginal rate of technical 
substitution of labour for capital is diminishing.
a) Converter
b) Concave
c) Connectivity
d) Convexity



of tangency between

is known as price cost.

cost for next unit.

2

 

14. Cost of production refers to the resources - financial or real required to produce a 
given :

a) Quality of material

13. MC is consisting 
a) Additional
b) Advance
c) Average
d) Another

10. Q = A KpLa is a
a) Production function
b) Consumption function
c) Public function
d) Distribution function

11. AC is consisting 
a) AFC+AVC
b) AMC+AAC
c) AMC+AVC
d) AFC+ACC

8. Marginal rate 
the

of technical substitution of labour for capital is equal to 
....... that is at tangency point.

a) ratio of methods prices
b) ratio of product prices
c) ratio of factor prices
d) ratio of cross prices

12
a) Variable Cost
b) Exited Cost
c) Economics Cost
d) Accounting Cost

9. The expansion path is defined as the 
the isoquants and the isocost lines.

a) locus of the points
b) local points
c) focus of the points
d) lucas of the points

7e The line shows various combinations of labour and capital that the 
firm could buy for a given amount of the money at a given factor prices.

a) Price cost
b) Ratio cost
c) loscost
d) Isocost



is subjective in nature.

arc also known as "Accounting Cost".

is symbolically expressed as Q* P (Quantity* Price).

of commodity

3

b) Quantity of input
c) Quantity of factors
d) Quantity of output

Actual Revenue
Advance Revenue
Average Revenue
Additional Revenue

18. Average Revenue refers to the price or revenue 
sold.

a) Per unit
b) Per person
c) Per factor
d) Per Place

21. The firm Accepts the wages determined in the 
a) Foreign Market
b) Money Market

20. AR refers to 
a)
b)
c)
d)

19. In economics distribution refers to personal distribution and functional distribution 
of the

a) Income
b) Loss
c) Profit
d) Output

17........
a) TR
b) PR
c) AR
d) MR

16
a) Explicit Cost
b) implicit Cost
c) Social Cost
d) Natural Cost

15
a) Variable Cost
b) Real Cost
c) Positive Cost
d) Opportunity Cost





d) Price will fluctuate

commodities.

32. Under perfect competition, if price will be lower than average total cost there will be

5

35. Under perfect competition the firm is equilibrium when
a) MR=MC
b) Curve should cut MR curve from below
c) Both (a) and (b)

31. Perfect competition assumes
a) Homogeneous
b) Different
c) Heterogeneous
d) Hexogeneous

30. Under perfect competition, restrictions on entry into an industry
a) Doesn’t not exit
b) Apply to labour but not to capital
c) Apply to both capital and labour
d) Apply to capital but not to labour

Relatively Elastic 
Relatively Inelastic 
Perfectly Elastic 
Perfectly Inelastic

Shut down point
Loss point
Equilibrium point
Profit point

a)
b)
c)
d)

a)
b)
c)
d)

34. The demand curve for the firm under perfect competition is
a)
b)
c)
d)

33. The demand curve for a firm under perfect competition is
Vertical
Horizontal
Downward sloping
Upward sloping

29. When both demand and supply decrease in the same proportion then the equilibrium 
quantity will

a) remain the same
b) fall
c) rise
d) fixed



d) MR>MC

profit

'~V

40. According to Ricardian theory it is assumed that land has

6

a) One use
b) Two Uses
c) Three Uses
d) Four Uses

42. In case of extensive cultivation
a) Rent = Superior land - Inferior land
b) Land is classified on basis of fertility
c) Differential rent exists
d) Land is classified on basis of availability

39. Quasi rent is
a) Short run rent
b) long run rent
c) very long run rent
d) medium run rent

38. Under perfect competition a seller is a
a) Price taker
b) Price maker
c) Demand manager
d) Supply Manager

37. Which of the following is not a feature of perfect competition?
a) Seller is a price maker
b) homogeneous goods and services
c) large number of buyers and seller
d) Free entry and exit

36. When AR=MR =AC the firm will get 
a) Normal
b) Loss
c) Super Normal
d) Superficial

43. In case of intensive cultivation
a) units of capital & labour are employed on same piece of land

41. Rent arises due to of land
a) scarcity and differentiation
b) availability
c) expensiveness
d) unavailability



49. In monopolistic competition because of difference in choice the firm charges

50. The products under monopolistic competition

7

47. The demand curve of a firm in monopolistic competition is
a) Vertical
b) Horizontal
c) Negative
d) Perfectly elastic

48. What does a firm earn under monopolistic market in long run?
a) Loss
b) Super normal profit
c) Normal profit
d) Superficial profit

a) Complementary
b) Close substitutes
c) Perfect substitutes
d) Relative substitutes

a) Different price
b) Similar price
c) Higher price
d) Low price

45. Which of the following market is price-maker?
a) perfect competition
b) monopolistic competition
c) oligopoly
d) monopoly

46. Which of the following is not a feature of monopolistic competition?
a) Numerous sellers
b) Product differentiation
c) Numerous buyer
d) Homogeneous product

b) law of diminishing returns exists
c) Both a & b
d) law of increasing returns exists

44. A monopolist faces
a) An upward sloping demand curve
b) A perfectly elastic demand curve
c) A downward sloping demand curve
d) A demand curve with a positive price elasticity of demand

are different yet they are



PART B

(10 Marks)
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Instructions:
1. All questions are COMPULSORY.
2. Figures to the right indicate full marks allotted to the question.
3. Draw neat and appropriate diagram with pencil only wherever required.
4. Use of simple calculator is allowed.

c) Explain the various concepts of revenue i.e. Total Revenue, Average 
Revenue and Marginal Revenue with numerical example and appropriate 
diagram in Imperfect Competition (Monopoly).

b) Explain the Law of Variable Proportion.
c) Define is Isoquant. Discuss its Features.

Rizvi College of Arts, Science and Commerce 
Off Carter Road, Bandra (West), Mumbai - 50

FYBA (Semester II) 
Regular/ATKT Examination April 2022 

Microeconomics - II

10
50

Units
Total 
Product 
(TP)

8
50

9
50

2. Answer Any One of the following questions.
a) Define Cost. Explain the various concepts of costs.
b) Calculate Total Cost (TC), Average Fixed Cost (AFC), Average Variable 

Cost (AVC), Average Total Cost (ATC) or Average Cost (AC) and 
Marginal Cost (MC) for the following data.

jT
50

Units 
Total 
Fixed 
Cost 

(TFC) 
Total 

Variable 
Cost 

(TVC)

1. Answer Any One of the following questions. (10 Marks)
a) Calculate Average Product (AP) and Marginal Product (MP) for the 

following data, draw the diagram accordingly and explain the relationship 
between TP, AP and MP.

F
10



(10 Marks)

(10 Marks)

9

fy. Write a Short Note on Any One of the following questions.
a) Types of Production Function
b) TR, AR and MR under Perfect Competition
c) Ricardian Theory of Rent
d) Features of Monopoly

3. Answer Any One of the following questions.
a) Explain Marginal Productivity Theory of Distribution.
b) Discuss Modern Theory of Rent.
c) Discuss Innovation Theory of Profit.

4. Answer Any One of the following questions. (10 Marks)
a) Define Perfect Competition and explain long run equilibrium of a Firm 

under Perfect Competition.
b) Discuss short run equilibrium of a firm under Monopoly.
c) Define Monopolistic Competition. Discuss its features.
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SECTION A (40 * 1 = 40 marks) Time: 1 hour

-way process.

►

approach.

I

types of questions that can be asked during an interview.

7)

±

The section consists of 40 compulsory MCQ questions of 1 mark each. Each question 
has one correct answer.

2. (922-0 4-2.

1) Communication is a 
a) one
b) two
c) three
d) four

2) A question is asked to obtain a desired response.
a) Reflective
b) closed
c) open
d) leading

3) Preparing for an interview demands a 
a) professional
b) unprofessional
c) lax
d) unorganized

4) A resume is also called a.
a) format
b) draft
c) CV
d) letter

5) A GD is a.
a) group demand
b) group discussion
c) gain doubt
d) gist draft

6) There are mainly 
a) five
b) three
c) eight
d) seven
A memoir shares painful and difficult facts from author’s life.

a) confessional
b) celebrity
c) travel
d) transformation



helps in drafting an essay.

of the action.

the story, don’t tell.

has a clear beginning, middle and an end.

-2-

8) A is a brief tribute to a person or event.
a) confession
b) celebrity
c) travel
d) toast

9) A question involves a tentative or imaginary situation.
a) probing

b) reflective
c) hypothetical
d) leading

10) Oral communication is the form of communication.
a) newest
b) oldest
c) leading
d) relaxed

11) Creating an 
a) title
b) outline
c) demo
d) conclusion

12) A summarizes all the points in an essay and gives a message.
a) introduction
b) body paragraph
c) example
d) conclusion

13) A is also called ‘tension’.
a) climax
b) resolution
c) start
d) dennijemGui

14) The plot shows the 
a) location
b) tone
c) language
d) politeness

15) The best advice for story writers is: 
a) talk
b) show
c) speak
d) think

16) A 
a) plot
b) resolution
c) setting
d) denouement



character.

senses.

name who has written the report.

3

17) The protagonist is called the 
a) side
b) extra
c) main
d) supplement

18) questions limit the scope of the question by asking specifically. 
a) Reflective
b) Closed
c) Open
d) Leading

19) A story should appeal to 
a) one
b) two
c) three
d) multiple

20) ‘Hi!’ can be formally written as ‘’.
a) hey!
b) heya!
c) hru?
d) hello!

21) A personal essay is.
a) professional
b) unprofessional
c) subjective
d) objective

22) The word is derived from the French word ‘memoire’.
a) memory
b) memoir
c) memorandum
d) massive

23) A personal essay is written in the point of view.
a) second
b) third
c) first
d) omniscient

24) A By-Line consists of the 
a) photographer’s
b) audience’s
c) journalist’s
d) reader’s

25) A caption is the information provided under a 
a) sentence
b) paragraph
c) photograph
d) line



usage.

that need to aroused or

for communication.

26) speech includes the exact words of a speaker.
a) direct
b) indirect
c) responsive
d) unresponsive

27) ‘Colour’ in American English is written as------ ..
a) collin
b) color
c) colorless
d) colourful

28) ‘Paan shop’ is an example of 
a) hybrid
b) pure
c) local
d) western

29) refers to whether a word is suitable for the context.
a) Tone
b) Appropriacy
c) Style
d) Language

30) Tone is a consequence of a writer thinking about 
avoided in the reader.
a) practicality
b) direction
c) action
d) emotions

31) A verbal communication uses 
a) gestures
b) actions
c) words
d) silence

32) The use of gestures is called  
a) posture
b) elevator pitch
c) gesticulation
d) voice-modulation

33) An is a brief, persuasive speech used to spark interest in what one’s
organization does.
a) introduction
b) interview
c) outline
d) elevator pitch



character is built around a single idea or quality.

►

person point of view.

agreement.

***************+******THE BEST **********************^.*

r-

34) A webinar is an interactive seminar conducted via  
a) telephone
b) World Wide Web
c) mobile calls
d) traditional mode

35) One or more people interview many candidates in a 
a) appraisal
b) grievance
c) competitive group interview
d) exit

36) A
a) foil
b) flat
c) round
d) hero

37) The pronoun ‘I’ is used while narrating a story in the 
a) first
b) second
c) third
d) omniscient

38) ‘OK’ is an example of a 
a) strong
b) standard
c) weak
d) diplomatic

39) questions are asked to confirm the statements given by the candidate.
a) closed
b) reflective
c) leading
d) loaded

40) memoirs cover important moments in the author’s rise to fame and success.
a) Celebrity
b) Confessional
c) Travel
d) Transformation



J

people.

SECTION B (4 * 10 = 40 marks) Time: 2 hours

Attempt any 4 out of 8 questions. Each question carries 10 marks.

1) Write a long answer on the Indian English language.

2) Explain the elements and principles of creative writing.

3) Write a note on the types of non-verbal communication.

4) Read the passage given below and answer any five out of ten questions given below.

On Tribal Imagination
G. N. Devy
In contemporary practice, the tribal memory is greatly undermined. There is a general 
insistence that tribal children attend schools where non-tribal children attend school, that they 
use medicines manufactured for others and that they adopt common agricultural practices. All 
because the world has very little time to listen patiently to the tribals, with their immense 
knowledge and creativity. We have decided that what is good for us is good enough for (hem. 
In the process we are destroying a rich vein of our cultural heritage. A proper understanding 
of tribal imagination can add to our literature and art. Indian literature has been burdened for 
the last two centuries by the 'perspective imagination' of Western origin. Because our systems 
of knowledge have been more or less replaced by western systems, the tribal is now the only 
Indian unaffected by the colonial consciousness. To pose the question of memory once again 
may thus help rekindle our culture.

A vast number of Indian languages have yet remained only spoken, with the result that 
literary compositions in these languages are not considered 'literature. They are a feast for the 
folklorist, anthropologist and linguist, but to a literary critic they generally mean nothing. 
Similarly, several nomadic Indian communities are broken up and spread over long distances 
but survive as communities because they are bound by their oral epics. The wealth and 
variety of these works is so enormous that one discovers their neglect with a sense of pure 
shame. Some of the songs and stories I heard from itinerant street singers in my childhood are 
no longer available anywhere. For some years now I have been collecting songs and stories 
that circulate in India's tribal languages, and I am continually overwhelmed by the number 
and their profound influence on the tribal communities. The result is that I, for one, can no 
longer think of literature as something written. Of course, I do not dispute the claim of 
written compositions and texts to the status of literature, but surely it is time we realise that 
unless we modify the established notion of literature something written, we will silently
witness the decline of various Indian oral traditions. That literature is a lot more than writing 
is a reminder necessary for our tirn^s.

a) The writer thihks that urban society is doing more harm than good to tribal 
CQEuhunities. Do you agree with his point of view? Substantiate your answer with 
evidence from the passage

b) Give two reasons why there is lack of understanding of tribal imagination among



************************^ll THE BEST ************************

6) Draft 10 questions and answers expected during a job interview.

7) Write a speech in about 250 words on ‘Self-Discipline is the Key to Success’.

8) Write a memoir on ‘The Greatest Lesson of My Life’.

5) Attempt a group discussion of around 250 words on the topic: Online Learning Vs Offline 
Learning.

c) What are the three issues that Indian literature has?
d) Explain in your own words the change in the writer’s perspective towards literature.
e) Arc literary compositions in India mostly oral or written?
f) How could the decline of various Indian oral traditions be stopped?
g) To what is the writer referring to when he says 'a rich vein of our cultural heritage?
h) What does the writer mean when he states "That literature is a lot more than writing is 

a reminder necessary for our times.'?
i) Find out the suffixes in the following words: (a) reminder (b) silently

(c) consciousness (d) agricultural
j) Make sentences of your own using the following phrases:

(a) to be bound by (b) to modify


